
LEGEND: The Secret Werld of , ESPITE ITS FAILURE AS A Lee Harvey Oswald, by Edward | biography of Lee Harvey Os- Jay Epstein. Reader's Digest wald, Legend is an intriguing Press McGraw-Hill, 382 pp., book. It suggests that much of Os- SIZB5. 
wald’s visible career following his de- 

- fection in 1959 to the Soviet Union was 
the enactment of a “legend” —a false A l e gendary biography, a cover story concocted for 
Oswald by the xe after he fell under 
their control before or duning his defec- O a [ ad Don. A stronger thesis is implied: al- SW though Epstein coyly says that neither 
he nor his cia sources is accusing the 
«GB of having plotted the assassination, 
the chapter entitled “‘Day of the Assas- 

_ sin” (on Oswald) is part of a section PAUL L. HOCH _ Called “The Mission.” : 
and RUSSELL STETLER 

Epstein assumes that Oswald was 
guilty as charged in the Kennedy assas- 
sination, but he is inexplicably indiffer- 
ent about whether Oswald acted alone. 
He devotes only a six-page appendix to 
the status of the evidence. In it, be 
omits and distorts controversies, mis- 
construes expert opinion, casually 
speculates in areas where facts are 
available, and avoids any evidence of 
Oswald's innocence. 

Epstein sheds some new light on 
Oswald's life with the marines in Ja- 
pan, and in Russia, but the hypothesis 
that Oswald was a kop agent remains 
unproven. Epstein never attempt: to
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explain why .an- undercover kos 
agen:—especially one on so sensitive a 
“mission’~—-would engage in con- 
spacvous lefrwing activites, including a 
radio debate in defense of Castro's 
Cuba. A major exhibit in Epstein’s case 
is an entry in Oswald's Russian diary. 
The entre refers to the subsequent 
promotion. of a U.S. embassy officer, 
nd there is no attempt to conceal the 
éact that it was written efter that promo- 
sion. Epstein presents this entry as an 
“anachronism” (without quoting or cit- 
ang it), implying that he has discovered 
& subtle flaw in Oswald’s kos-prepared 
“depend.” In-fact, even the Warren Re- 
port noted that the diary was not a 
s#ontermporaneous record. Legend's 
ulnmate failure as biography, however, 
fs the absence of any rigorous analysis 
f how Oswald’s alleged cover story 
‘might relate to the events of November 
22, 1963, which gave his name its place 
an history... 

Legend is an allegory: the story of Os- 

INQUIRY 

_ Wald is a popular mystery, but here his 
tale is tald m order to mrrodnuce the 
Treader to a Geeper, and less popular 
belief——that US. intelligence has been 
penetrated at a high level by the Kos. 
‘The main source of the story is James 
Jesus Angleton. once the chief of the 
qa’s Counterintelligence stafi. Accord- 
ing to Angieton, the KGB seni a fake 
defector to the United States to cover 

- Up its covert Links to Oswald. The os- 
tensible proof of the penetration is that 
the fake defector—one Yuri Ivanovich 
Nosenko—is now drawing $30,000 a 
year as a Cia consultant, while Angie- 
ton, who chalienged his bona fides, is out 

in the cold-——forced to resign in a purge 
that turned the agency (in Epstein’s 
words) “inside out.” 

The gospel according to Angle- 
ton—and passed on uncriticaliy by Ep- 
stein—begins with the appearance ofa 
prophet in the form ofa Soviet defector, 

. Anatoh M. Golitsin. Golitsin reveals 
that there is a ‘‘moie”’ in the cla—that 

the agency has been penetrated up toits 
highest echelons by the KGB. Character- 
isucally, Epstein never considers the 
possibility that Golitsin might have 
himself been a disinformation agent, 
sent by the KGB to feed paranoia to the 
ia by persuading the agency that one of 
its top officers was as red as Kim Philby. 
In fact, the disruption ulimately pro- 
Guced by the belief in this penetration 
appears 10 have been immense. 

Six months after Golitsin’s defection, 
another KGE ageni—Yuri Nosenko— 
made his frst contact with the ca. In 
January 1964, Nosenko also defected to 
the American side. His story rurned 
atienoon away from some of Golitsin's 
leads to the moie. Nosenko named 
many names. but, according to Angie- 
ton. he may only have been “burning” 
agents who were no longer of any use to 
the KGB. 

The main message from Nosenko, 
however, was that be hac personalh- 
supervised the KGB's file on Lee Harvey 
Oswaisi when the latter defected to the 
Soviet Union in 195¢_ and that Oswald 
hac never worked for Soviet inrelii- 
gence. According to Nosenko. the KGB 
had beaten even the Fat to the conclu- 
sion that Oswald was a lone nui—an 
abnormal. unstable personabry, un- 
worthy of KGB recruitment. Despite 
Oswald's ceciaration a: the US. Em- 
bassy m Moscow tha: he had agrees to 

_ furnish the Soviets with information he 
hat acguirec as a radar operator in the 
Marine Corps (srationed al 2 maior op- 
erational base of the U-2 spy piane’. 
Nosenko Gaimed that the Kop hadnt 
even bothered to debrief Oswaic. 

The qa’s Counterinrelligence and 
Sovier divisions both quickly came to 
doubt Nosenko’s story. Equally 
quickly, the BI appears 10 have em- 
braced it. Key aspects of Nosenko’s ac- 
count were corroborated bv a favorite 
FBI source code-named “Fedora.” a 
KGB double agent working under as 
lomatic cover at the United Nations. in 
the long run, those who doubted 
Nosenko had to conclude that Fedora 
was—and maybe is—a triple agent. 

OR THE MOST PART, EP- 
"Stein relates Angleton’s story 
uncriucally. He does not, for 

example, consider more plausible hy- 
potheses consistent with the known 
facts about Oswald’s life. Most glar- 
ingly, Epstein shows no sign of having 
seriously investigated the possibility 
that Oswald’s defection to the Soviet 
Union might have been a U.S. intelli- 
gence assignment. Despite Epstein’s
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first sentence—‘‘This book is about 
Lee Harvey Oswald and his relauons 
with the intelligence services of three 

nations’ —the asymmetry of his anal- 
ysis is striking. When Oswald contacts 
a Soviet consular official with secret ues 

to the KGB, it suggests his covert links to 
the Soviets. But when he contacts a 
U.S. consular official with secret ties to 
the cia, it suggests nothing. The kcp’s 
claim that it did not debrief Oswald 
when he defected is (understandably) 
disbelieved, and becomes evidence that 
Oswald was really under xcs control. 
The cta’s failure to debrief Oswald 
when he redefected from Russia is, ac- 

cording to Epstein, merely an “inex- 
plicable lapse.” 

Lapses by U.S. intelligence in the 
Oswald and assassination investiga- 
tons were legion, but Epstein’s discus- 
sion of J. Edgar Hoover's flaws, crucial 
to his thesis, seems speculative and dis- 
torted. There is no doubt that the Fai 

exquisitely painstaking sifting-out of 
what is false. 

It is hard to believe that this is the 
same James Angleton who now chairs 
the Security and Intelligence Fund, 
which raises money to defend ex-gov- 
emment agents prosecuted for black- 
bag jobs and other crimes in the line of 
duty. A 1977 fund-raising letter signed 
by Angleton credited the Communist 
Party, working through a civil liberties 
front organization, with achieving 
nearly all its goals of undermining U.S. 
countenntelligence capabilities. The 
House Un-American Activines Com- 
mittee, he complains, has been de- 
stroved, and only the Fa! and cia re- 
Mmain—with both, according to 
Angleton, *‘so badly shattered that 
they no longer have adequate inter- 
nal security or counterintelliigence 
capabiliues.”. 

in his previous book, Agency of Fear, 
(on the Drug Enforcement Administra- 

Legend's ultimate 
failure is the absence of 
any rigorous analysis of 
how Oswald’s alleged cover 
story relates to the events 
of November 22, 1963. 

did cover up its deficiencies in the han- 
ding of Oswalc. and tha: Hoover cor- 
troliec the assassination investigation 
like 2 pec tyrant Bur Epstein has 
mace him imto z convenient whipping 
boy. someone more concerned with the 
Fers image than Oswald's possible 
connections 1o the KGB. 

The contrast between Hoover, whose 
thinking Epstein characterizes as “bn 
tally simple,” and Angieton. who is de- 
Pictec as wise and subtle. is summing. 
Almough Epstem does not make clear 
just bow much he relies on oar agrees 
with Angieton. hice warm sympathy for 
the counterimteliigence carmudgeon is 
unconcealed. Angieion is portraved as 
2 man of crafty imteligence and 
crviizec avocations. with the patience 
nanusral to one who & 2 trou: fisherman 
anc 2 Nero Wolle-like breeder of or- 
chids. (Epstein has even adopted the 
laner hobby. ) The professorial Angie- 
ton snudied the Nosenko file “through 
his thick horn-rimmed glasses.” we are 
told: be is a sage who finds truth bv the 

ton}. Epstein noted that “Because the 
crcumstances surrounding cach imrer- 
view Dear Girectiv on [its] credibi- 
itv... ] have decided to revea! all the 
sources ior this book and comment on 
the motives, probiems. conzradictions. 

anc gaps that IJ jound. ...” Suck an 
” approach is comspicuoush absem irom 

Legenc, and Epstein should not be ex- 
cused for his recurring ambiguity about 
sources. It is impossibie to determine 
which parts were provided or suggested 
by prrvate Cia sources. Epstein re- 
peatedly omits spectic ciranons to pub- 
lished materia! and erroneously gives 
the impression thatée forced the rejease 
Of many assassination documents. This 
often careress or Gevions rearment of 
material fom pubiishec sources myst 
call into question the accuracy of Ep- 
stein’s reports on his many private 
mterviews. There may well be informa- 
Hon in his interviews of Oswald's fellow 
manines which Epstein did not choose 
to discuss or whose significance he did 
not discern. 

HE IMPORTANCE OF THE 
disclosures Epstein has gathered - 
from Angleton and other dis- 

affected ex-Cia_ personnel is that there is 
now a window where we used 10 have 
only an opaque barrier. The book in- 
tends to Jet us-iook through the window 
in one direction, to see how Oswald 
looked from Angleton’s side of the 
glass. But we can also look through the 
window the other way, to see how An- 
gleton and Company treated the Os- 
wald case, and to begin to understand 
how they viewed other cua secrets. 

This insight raises many new ques- 
tions. Most provocatively, if Angleton 
now believes that Oswald was a xcs 
agent, what did he think from 1959 to 
1962, when his section of the cla was 

intercepting Oswald's mail? Epstein 
reports that Angleton’s people ob- 
tained a strongly anti-American letter 
which Oswald wrote to his brother 
shortly after defecting. Epstein has 
claimed eisewhere thata jener in which 
Oswaid said he had seen U-2 pilot Gary 
Powers was also intercepted. In 1962, 
says Epstein, “another piece of the j Jig- 
Saw puzzie for James Angieton and his 
subordinates” was a iener that Marina 
Oswald apparently received from the 
Gaughter of a suspeciec KGE agent in 
Leningrac. These facts are new; this 
mail interception was apparently never 
Gisciosed to the FBI or the Warren 
Commission. In facz. the cia told a con- 
gressiona] commitere m 1976 that the 
only intercepted Oswald correspon- 
dence was an mnocvous letter to him. 
Thus, Angieton’s sf may have sup- 
Dressec their preessassmanor xmow> 
edge of Oswale. even fom me rest of 
the cla 

Epstein’s Angleton reveals an im- 
portant version of 2 secret struggle in- 
side the Ga. The Nosenko pattie is a 
Protracted, perhaps decisive, pari ofa 
Jarger war. That struggle concerns the 
role of counterinteliigence and the 
wisdom of disclosing agency secrets to 
Congress and the press. Other issues of 
polin—ranging from the Middie East 
to the Sinc-Soviet dispuie—have also 
been affected. 

Although the 90-nage report of the 
cis’s Soviet division conciuded thar 
Nosenko was 2 disinformauor agen: 
by October 1908. ne nad been reicased 
and rehabilirated. Rev Angleton 
people in the Sovier division were reas- 
signed. anc. for Angieton, the Nosenko 

‘case was turned “Inside out” Oniv 

Counterintelligence dissented in the 
final round-tabie review. and Angleton 
even suspected that Nosenko was main-
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taining contact with some Soviet-con- 
trolied source, possibly the top-level 
KGB “mole” in the cia. In December 
"1974 an old adversary, William Colby, 
forced Angleton to resign by leaking to 
Seymour Hersh details of the illegal 
mail coverage under Angleton’s 
direction. 

Epstein does not mention Angleton’s 
memorable and cryptic retort to 
Hersh’s questions about cla-wrongdo- 
ings and domestic activities: “A man- 
sion has many rooms and there were 
many things going on during the period 

of the [antiwar] bombings. I’m not 
privy to who struck John.” “‘Who 
struck John™ is apparendy cia jargon 

- meaning “the details.” The ongin of 
the phrase is unknown, but the curious 
coincidence that the expression literally 
conveys the conunuing mystery of the 
Kennedy assassination is a neat piece of 
irony. 

According to Epstein, the 
one thing Angleton doesn't 
believe in is coincidence. 

[Original last line] 

Paul L. HOCH and RUSSELL STETLER are 
ov-odiers of The Assassination. — Dallas and 

Beyond, published by Ransom House. 


